**Description**

**Aloha Baker Papers**

Machine copies of corresp., pages of text from her book, clippings about her travels, advertisements for her lectures and for appearances at Ford dealerships around the world, all relating to her career as world traveler.

**Arrangement**

**Inclusive Dates**

c. 1922-1937

**Index**

**Quantity**

1 folder

**Type of Containers**

**Restrictions**

We do not have her permission to use the material.

**Archivist’s Signature**

**Transferer’s Signature**

**Appraisal**

**Relationship to Other Collections**

See index to accessions under Wonderwell for list of boxes in Acc 285.

**Suggested Arrangement**

Note. The material was submitted to FMC in the hope that she could sell them her motion picture films over her travels around the world in Ford cars from the 1920's-1937. When it became apparent that she had no hope of selling to Ford, she requested the return of the materials. Meanwhile her papers had been turned over to the Archives. We returned them to FMC but first copied the more pertinent and interesting papers as background for material we already have on her early traveling partner, Capt. Wonderwell.